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ABSTRACT 

 Cloud computing is an emerging trend which can transform information technology and the way it is used. Cloud service 
provider basically provides Software, Platform and infrastructure as service to the user on pay-per-use basis. . Cloud nowadays 
is gaining huge attention due to its characteristics as it can be modeled as per the requirement of the company or the user. The 
user when gains a service from a cloud gets vendor lock-in and has to avail all services from a single cloud provider. As 
organizations  are now adopting the cloud environment the cloud service providers are now moving towards a new concept i.e. 
multi cloud where a user can utilize services from multiple cloud service provider. These multi-clouds are organized by a 
agreement between different service provider to provide a low cost functionalities to the client. This paper will review the work 
done by the researcher in the field of development of architecture, standardized protocol, the interoperability of services 
provided such as software, platform and infrastructure and the security issue which must be evaluated while shifting from the 
paradigm of cloud computing to multi-cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The term cloud computing can be defined as “a system that is concerned with the integration, virtualization, 
standardization, and management of services and resources”. The benefits of cloud computing include minimized 
capital expenditure, utilization and efficiency improvement, high computing power, location and device independence 
and finally very high scalability  [1]. Cloud computing brings a scenario in the field of IT that gives a model where a 
user who wants to gain access to the software without licensing it, platform to run this software and the infrastructure 
can access these services on pay-per-use basis. The cloud platform also provides a large amount of data storage to the 
user who can utilize it. Moving data into the cloud offers great convenience to users since they don’t have to care about 
the complexities of direct hardware management. The pioneer of cloud computing vendors, Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (S3), and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) are both well-known examples [2]. Different approaches have 
been investigated that encourage the owner to outsource the data, and offer some sort of guarantee related to the 
confidentiality, integrity, and access control of the outsourced data[3]. The user who gain access to the cloud service 
gain all these services but the user gets vendor lock-in and has to use all the service by this particular cloud service 
provider if users want to gain access to another cloud service provider for more effective and low cost management user 
has to authenticate to a particular service provider in this way user has to use multi-service provider on individual basis 
and pay separately for the service to each provider. The scenario of multi-cloud presents a model called collaboration of 
multi-cloud where the user vendor lock-in can be abolished with an agreement between the various cloud service 
provider that an authorized user of a particular cloud service provider can gain access to different service provider as 
per his requirement and cost management. To avoid the vendor lock-in syndrome, SaaS must be portable on top of 
various cloud PaaS and IaaS providers. This portability allows the migration from one provider to another in order to 
take advantage of cheaper prices or better qualities of services (QoS) [4]. Examples of cloud mashup centre are IBM’s 
Mashup Center, Appirio Cloud Storage and Force.com for the Google App engine. The concerns over the establishment 
of such collaboration are that the architecture, protocols and other platform are on the research level. Another aspect is 
that it might be difficult that the various cloud service provider can get into collaboration so that a user can gain access 
to different service provider while he/she is an authenticated user of a single cloud service provider. In a multi-provider 
hosting scenario, the Service Provider is responsible for the multi-cloud provisioning of the services. Thus, the Service 
provider  contacts the possible Infrastructural Providers, negotiates terms of use, deploys services, monitors their 
operation, and potentially migrates services (or parts thereof) from misbehaving Infrastructural Providers. 
Infrastructural Providers are managed independently and placement on different providers is treated as multiple 
instances of deployment [5]. However, Apart from this issue the main role has to been played by the researchers to 
develop a mechanism to bring this collaboration or mashup centre into a real world for the standardized and cost 
effective of use cloud computing. The issue of security will also get generated as soon these mashup centre starts 
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working which also must be look around as the service provider should not get it as a threat while implementing these 
centre. This paper will present a review of all these aspects which have been researched by the researcher community to 
make this collaboration work and a real world scenario can be presented. 
1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This is a review paper based on the research work done by the researcher in the field of a new environment in cloud 
computing i.e. the collaboration of multi-cloud. This will give an overview of the techniques which will be helpful for 
shifting from the single cloud architecture to multi-cloud architecture, a security model and cost effectiveness of multi-
cloud compared to a cloud. Multi-Cloud computing has many advantages such as it provides usage of data from various 
clouds, the ability of choice for the user, stops vendor lock-in and synchronization between different cloud service 
providers with cost optimization.  The main issue in implementing multi-cloud is its working in a distributed 
environment as the services are to be collaborated with different cloud service providers to make it possible a 
framework is laid in the research work of “Collaboration Framework for Multi-cloud Systems” [6] which specify the 
use of proxies at different level of collaboration. These proxies can be implemented by the cloud service provider or can 
be set by the institutions\organization so as to gain service from collaborated service providers. These proxies can also b 
used to have a secure communication between the client and the service provider. To protect data at rest and data in 
transit, proxies must provide a trusted computing platform that prevents malicious software from taking control and 
compromising sensitive client and cloud application data [6]. This also deals with the security aspect of the cloud 
computing. The cloud services have been classified as software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) and 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) it becomes important that the cloud service providers must be able to provide these 
services on distributed environment of multi-cloud for that purpose research work of “A Federated Multi-Cloud PaaS 
Infrastructure” [4] can be  effective  as it provides a platform for various services to be provides in a collaborated 
paradigm. It is also important that the cost effectiveness of multi-cloud must be considered before shifting towards a 
new paradigm to solve this issue research work of “Cloud Brokering Algorithm” [10] has given an algorithm based on 
the Virtual infrastructure in cloud environment which will effectively determine the allocation of VM both on static and 
dynamic basis. This paper is based on review of the technique that will proof to be efficient while shifting towards the 
multi-cloud environment. All the factor included in this paper are the research work done in the fields which are the 
major concern whenever a new technology is to be implemented it includes the framework, platform for new 
technology to be implemented and the cost effectiveness on the side of the consumer.   

2. METHODOLOGY 

This section covers the proposed system by the researchers which have been discussed in the literature review.  
2.1 Proxy Based Framework 

 A proposed proxy-based multi-cloud computing framework allows dynamic, on the-fly collaborations and resource 
sharing among cloud-based services, addressing trust, policy, and privacy issues without pre-established collaboration 
agreements or standardized interfaces [6].It includes the use of proxy in multi-cloud environment in various form these 
are  

2.1.1 Cloud-hosted proxy 
 In this scenario the cloud service provider host proxies within its infrastructure administer and manage the proxies 
and will handle the service request from the client who wants to access these proxies. 

2.1.2 Proxy as a service 
 Here the proxy is been deployed as an autonomous cloud. Multiple cloud service providers with collaboration can 
manage this proxy or a third party proxy service provider can manage it for the cloud service providers. 

2.1.3 Peer-to-peer proxy 
 Proxy can also be interacted on peer-to-peer network which is managed by the proxy service provider or cloud 
service provider those who have an agreement of collaboration. 

2.1.4 On-premise proxy 
 The client himself can host proxies within infrastructural domain and manage it in administrative domain. The user 
who wishes to use proxies will have to deploy it on premise proxies and the service providers that wish to collaborate 
with other service provider will have to implement it within the service-requesting client domain. 

2.2 Security Issues 
 Sharing applications that process critical information with different tenants without sufficient proven security 
isolation, security SLAs or tenant control, results in "loss-of-control" and “lack of trust” problem[7].Using proxies 
moves the trust boundary one step further: clients and CSPs now must establish trust relationships with proxies, which 
includes accepting a proxy’s security, reliability, availability, and business continuity guarantees [6]. A trustworthy 
collaboration must be set between the client and Cloud service provider which will help in management and 
administering proper communication. In this framework different types of proxies network is been explained some are 
CSP’s side and some are established on client side this states the control over the assets while processing proxies and 
similarly using proxies that are within the domain of cloud service provider exercise its control over proxies 
administration. Proxy network is a potential platform for developing proxy based security architecture. Data 
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confidentiality on transmission in proxy based network can be achieved using Transport Layer Security Protocol. Some 
other technologies that can be used to provide security are warrant-based proxy signature for delegation signing rights 
to provide authentication to the proxies and simple public-key infrastructure can provide secure access and 
authentication.     

2.3 A Federated Multi-Cloud PaaS Infrastructure 
 This federated infrastructure offers some solutions to the problems such as portability, interoperability and geo-
diversity for management of both SaaS and PaaS. The different layers of a cloud environment (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) 
provide dedicated services. Although their granularity and complexity vary, we believe that a principled definition of 
these services is needed to promote the interoperability and federation between heterogeneous cloud environments [4]. 
This federated infrastructure is based on following three models:  

2.3.1 Open Service Model 
 The different layers of a cloud environment (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) provide dedicated services. Although their 
granularity and complexity vary, we believe that a principled definition of these services is needed to promote the 
interoperability and federation between heterogeneous cloud environments [4]. A Service Component Architecture is 
designed for running service-oriented distributed applications. Its supports interaction between different protocols for 
this it has a notion of binding. Hence SCA is used for both the definition of services in federated PaaS and services of 
SaaS.  

2.3.2 Configurable Federated Multi-PaaS Infrastructure  
 This federated multi-PaaS architecture depends on configurable kernel which can be implemented in concrete cloud 
environment. A Software product line can be defined as a set of software-intensive system that share a common, 
managed set of features and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [4]. The basic idea 
of defining the software product line is to capture the points of variability between the cloud environments and 
implement this SPL as a component of SCA.  

2.3.3 Infrastructure Services 
 A generic architecture has been laid down by the definition of Service component architecture and configurable 
Kernel in this environment a cloud that hosts SaaS is considered as a node and configurable Kernel as an instance for 
particular cloud. The service list first allocates the resources on all nodes and then deploy the configurable kernel and 
applications on each node the second step involves the deployment of instances of configurable kernel and applications 
on particular node as both the PaaS and SaaS are based on service component architecture they can be deployed either 
on the kernel level or on the application level. 

2.4 Cloud Brokering Algorithm 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Cloud brokering architecture overview [10] 
 In cloud computing, subscribers have to pay the service providers for the storage service. This service does not only 
provides flexibility and scalability for the data storage, it also provide customers with the benefit of paying only for the 
amount of data they need to store for a particular period of time, without any concerns for efficient storage mechanisms 
and maintainability issues with large amounts of data storage [8]. The cost effectiveness of deployment of cloud 
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depends upon the deployment of virtual infrastructure it also affects whether it is static or dynamic deployment. Many 
researchers focus only on static deployment where the user of service providers’ condition does not change but in some 
cases the deployment has to be changed according to the time factor so as to be cost effective. Cloud computing can be 
classified as a new paradigm for the dynamic provisioning of computing services supported by state-of-the-art data 
centers that usually employ Virtual Machine (VM) technologies for consolidation and environment isolation purposes 
[9]. The optimal deployment of VM is an important factor for cost effectiveness of cloud service provider. The 
challenge is for determining the provisioning of virtual infrastructure as it should not be over\under provision. The 
system architecture given in fig. 1 gives an improved model of dynamic scheduler of multi-cloud brokering algorithm. 
This broker consist of service description, cloud broker and cloud service provider. The user can request the service 
descriptor template for virtual infrastructure which consists of number of VM to be deployed among available cloud. 
The cloud broker which is an intermediate between service descriptor and cloud service provider has to perform two 
major tasks i.e. placement of virtual resources and management of these resources. The scheduler is responsible for the 
allotment of virtual infrastructure in available clouds. This situation is been implemented in static and dynamic 
environment. In the static approach, the placement decision is made once, according to the current user and pricing 
conditions. The dynamic approach is suitable for variable conditions (e.g., variable resource prices, required virtual 
resources, or cloud provider resources availability), so a new placement decision can be made when conditions change 
[10]. 
 

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper reviewed all those technique that are area of concern when a paradigm is to be changed the framework or 
the architecture to built the environment, the platform on which the services are to be shared and at last the market 
point of view that is its cost effectiveness compared to the available. The multi-cloud environment can end the vendor 
lock-in of the consumer which is attained in the single cloud. The major area of concern in this field is the agreement 
between the cloud service providers for collaboration of their services in multi-cloud. The consumer will get highly 
benefited with multi-cloud environment and obtain service based on his preferences and requirement and not based on 
his cloud service provider. 
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